JOIN DIVING UNLIMITED INTERNATIONAL
FAITH ORTINS OF DIVING UNLIMITED INTERNATIONAL
ON AN AMAZING EXPEDITION TO THE FAR NORTH

EXPLORE
the continental divide between North America and Europe

VIEW
the Aurora Borealis from the ship

THE ITINERARY OFFERS THE OPPORTUNITY TO EXPLORE BOTH Iceland and Greenland above and below the water.

This unique expedition highlights the Best of the Arctic.

IN ICELAND. DIVE BETWEEN TWO CONTINENTAL PLATES IN THE GIN clear waters of Silfra. Explore geothermal lakes and rivers and dive hydrothermal vents all while enjoying amazing top side scenery, fantastic food and the unique Icelandic culture.

THIS UNIQUE DIVING TOUR OF ICELAND COMBINES DAZZLING underwater experiences and breathtaking land excursions. Our explorations will take us from the Capital of Reykjavik to the Port City of Akureyri where we will meet our Vessel Planicus for the 2nd part of our great adventure, Greenland!

AFTER BOARDING THE SHIP TO GREENLAND. WE WILL ENJOY WHALE watching and Aurora Borealis from the ship as we approach Greenland. Greenland typically has good to excellent visibility for underwater photography. Invertebrate life abounds among the rocks and kelp covering the substrate. Dramatic topography above and below the water makes for great scenic views. But the icebergs are what it is all about in Greenland. Diving and snorkeling on them is sure to be one of the highlights of your trip.

www.DiveDUI.com
DIVE
Around the Largest Icebergs in the World

PRICING

THERE ARE A VARIETY OF CABINS ON THE OCEANSIDE expedition’s flagship, Plancius, and the cabin price is dependent on the cabin selected.

HOTEL IN ICELAND IS DOUBLE OCCUPANCY. Deduct $500 for non-diver rate in Greenland and $400 in Iceland.

PRICE INCLUDES BOTH TRIPS AS A COMBO
Quad: $8999
Twin Porthole: $10799
Twin Window: $10999
Twin Deluxe: $11399
Superior: $11999

PARTIAL TRIP PACKAGES AVAILABLE

Iceland only : $4699

PAYMENT SCHEDULE
Deposit of $2500 is due upon booking. At this time, you will be asked to select a cabin type.
Second payment of $2500 due: January 1st, 2018
Remaining balance due: June 1st, 2018

THIS UNIQUE ADVENTURE WILL SELL OUT QUICKLY. Space is very limited.

YOUR AWE INSPIRING, ALL INCLUSIVE TRIP INCLUDES

ACCOMMODATIONS ABOARD THE PLANC IUS. OCEANSIDE expedition’s flagship. This 287 foot vessel was completely renovated in 2010 and is well setup for diving.

HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS FOR 7 NIGHTS IN ICELAND—3 nights in Reykjavik and 4 nights in Akureyri based on double occupancy.

ALL MEALS ABOARD THE SHIP. INCLUDING SNACKS and nonalcoholic drinks. Breakfasts are included in Iceland as well as Welcome Dinner on the 1st night. Average lunch and dinner cost in Iceland $80/day.

DIVING INCLUDING TANKS AND WEIGHTS.
As this will be a diving oriented trip, the ship will have extra dive staff to ensure a great experience. In Iceland, we will hit all the “hot” spots including Snæfellsjökull, the hydrothermal lake and vents and French Gardens amongst others.

ALL LAND BASED ACTIVITIES IN ICELAND INCLUDING GLACIER hikes and waterfall hikes, lava field exploration and troll hunting. Greenland is also excellent for hiking, zodiac cruising and iceberg snorkeling.

NOT INCLUDED: AIRFARE, LUNCH AND DINNER IN ICELAND, fuel surcharges and gratuities. Dive and travel insurance is required and trip insurance is highly recommended

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT

FAITH ORTINS
Faith@diveDUI.com
(800) 325-8439 • (619) 405-2493
OR
YOUR LOCAL DUI DEALER!

An awe-inspiring travel experience, highlighting the Best of the Arctic

www.DiveDUI.com